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Experimental studies of conditioned learning reveal activity changes
in the amygdala and unimodal sensory cortex underlying fear acqui-
sition to simple stimuli. However, real-world fears typically involve
complex stimuli represented at the category level. A consequence of
category-level representations of threat is that aversive experiences
with particular category members may lead one to infer that related
exemplars likewise pose a threat, despite variations in physical
form. Here, we examined the effect of category-level representations
of threat on human brain activation using 2 superordinate categories
(animals and tools) as conditioned stimuli. Hemodynamic activity in
the amygdala and category-selective cortex was modulated by the
reinforcement contingency, leading to widespread fear of different
exemplars from the reinforced category. Multivariate represen-
tational similarity analyses revealed that activity patterns in the
amygdala and object-selective cortex were more similar among ex-
emplars from the threat versus safe category. Learning to fear
animate objects was additionally characterized by enhanced func-
tional coupling between the amygdala and fusiform gyrus. Finally,
hippocampal activity co-varied with object typicality and amygdala
activation early during training. These findings provide novel evi-
dence that aversive learning can modulate category-level represen-
tations of object concepts, thereby enabling individuals to express
fear to a range of related stimuli.

Keywords: anxiety, categories and concepts, fear conditioning, functional
magnetic resonance imaging, generalization

Introduction

One way emotional experiences shape our lives is by changing
how we represent and respond to objects we already know.
For instance, an airline passenger surviving a harrowing flight
may develop a widespread fear and avoidance of all aircraft. In
this way, an emotional experience with an instance of a par-
ticular object category leads to generalizations about the prop-
erties of related objects through the induction of knowledge
(Murphy 2002). If an aversive experience with a category ex-
emplar draws on existing conceptual knowledge to modulate
representations of related object concepts, this experience-
dependent change in representational architecture could
provide a potential mechanism for category-based fear gener-
alization. Such a mechanism could contribute to an under-
standing for anxiety disorders like Specific Phobias, for which
fears are typically expressed categorically.

Pavlovian fear conditioning provides an experimental pro-
cedure particularly suited for investigating how meaningful
experiences with particular objects affect behavior to related
objects. Fear-conditioning studies in rodents provide evidence
for neural mechanisms involved in experience-dependent
modulations in stimulus representations. Specifically, sensory
information concerning the conditioned stimulus (CS) and aver-
sive unconditioned stimulus (US) converges in the basolateral

amygdala, leading to strengthened CS–US associations, pro-
duction of conditioned fear responses (CR) (Maren 2001; Pape
and Paré 2010), and plasticity in unimodal sensory cortices
(LeDoux 2000; Weinberger 2004; Pape and Paré 2010; Letzkus
et al. 2011). For instance, auditory fear conditioning leads to
learning-induced retuning of neurons in auditory cortex toward
the CS frequency, increased areas of representation for the CS
frequency in auditory cortex, and behavioral fear generalization
to similar tones (Weinberger 2004, 2007). Functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) studies in humans confirm activity
changes in the amygdala and sensory areas during conditioning
with odors (Li et al. 2008), tones (Knight et al. 2005), and visual
images (Lim et al. 2008). Furthermore, perceptually based fear
generalization in humans occurs through changes in functional
connectivity between the amygdala and visual cortical areas
(Dunsmoor et al. 2011). Taken together, these investigations
suggest that fear conditioning modulates activity in and connec-
tivity between the amygdala and cortical areas coding for the
sensory qualities of the CS.

Although prior evidence provides a mechanism to explain
how perceptually based information in sensory cortices is
modulated through fear conditioning, whether aversive experi-
ences modulate neural representations and organization of
conceptually based information is unknown. Candidate neural
regions include those representing information about object
concepts, such as the semantic categories of animals and tools
(Tranel et al. 1997; Patterson et al. 2007). Neuroimaging inves-
tigations reveal category selectivity for these superordinate cat-
egory domains along posterior occipitotemporal cortex (Chao
and Martin 2000; Ishai et al. 2000; Beauchamp et al. 2002;
Simmons and Martin 2011). Whereas images of animals
reliably activate lateral fusiform gyrus (FFG), posterior
superior temporal sulcus (pSTS), and inferior occipital
regions, images of tools activate medial FFG, posterior middle
temporal gyrus, and middle occipital cortex (Martin 2007b).
The organization of category-selective regions may be related
to intrinsic connectivity between unique brain networks
(Mahon et al. 2007; Mahon and Caramazza 2011). For instance,
amygdala-lateral FFG connectivity has been proposed as a key
network involved in the representation of animate objects
(Martin 2007a), whereas connectivity between motor cortex
and medial FFG is important for representing graspable
objects like tools (Mahon and Caramazza 2011). In support for
this hypothesis, separated patterns of functional connectivity
during rest have been identified between regions implicated in
social- versus tool-related conceptual tasks (Simmons and
Martin 2011). Finally, multivariate approaches including rep-
resentational similarity analyses (RSA) provide an emerging tool
for probing architecture of category representations, such as
those distinguishing animate and inanimate objects in temporal
cortex (Kriegeskorte, Mur, and Bandettini 2008; Kriegeskorte,
Mur, Ruff, et al. 2008). Thus, well-established separations in the
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neural organization of category knowledge provide a frame-
work to investigate whether instances of fear learning to
category-specific exemplars modify categorical representations
in occipitotemporal cortex and associated networks, thereby en-
abling individuals to express fear to a range of conceptually
related objects.

The present study developed a novel trial-unique condition-
ing paradigm using event-related fMRI to investigate whether
aversive learning modulates representations of object concepts
in the human brain. Taking advantage of well-established
organizational separations in representations for animate and
inanimate objects, we utilized animals and tools as conditioned
stimuli. One group of participants learned through experience
that animals predicted an aversive electrical shock and images
of tools were safe, while a separate group received the oppo-
site contingencies. We predicted that aversive learning ac-
quired at the category level would modify representations in
category-selective areas along the occipitotemporal cortex, as
well areas implicated in simpler forms of conditioning, such as
the amygdala. Moreover, we predicted that multivariate pat-
terns of activity in object-selective cortex would reveal en-
hanced representational similarity among different category
members from the feared category, which may be integral to
facilitate the transfer of affective learning between physically
distinct objects. Consistent with the notion that the represen-
tations of animate object concepts is supported by a domain-
specific functional network that encompasses the amygdala
and lateral FFG (Martin 2007a; Mahon and Caramazza 2011),
we also predicted dissociation in patterns of functional connec-
tivity between these 2 regions across learning groups. Specifi-
cally, learning to fear a category of animate (as opposed to
inanimate) objects was expected to selectively utilize
amygdala-lateral FFG connectivity during learning, and may be
further reflected in resting state connectivity after learning
(Simmons and Martin 2011).

Finally, we sought to determine whether object typicality
plays a role when aversive learning occurs at the category
level. Object categories contain graded structures that can be
organized around members that are regarded as more typical
than other members (Rosch and Mervis 1975). Typicality
effects play a well-known role in behavioral category-based
induction (Murphy 2002). For instance, a categorical argument
containing a premise about typical members (e.g., a premise
involving robins vs. a premise involving penguins) is con-
sidered stronger and is more readily generalized to other cat-
egory members (e.g., is true of other birds) (Rips 1975;
Osherson et al. 1990). Although brain imaging investigations
of typicality effects are scant, a candidate region involved in ex-
tracting conceptual information from a learning experience is
the hippocampus. Neurons in the medial temporal lobe, for in-
stance, evince selective, sparse, and invariant responses to
specific object concepts (Quiroga et al. 2005). Quiroga (2012)
has proposed that the explicit high-level representation of
object concepts in the medial temporal lobe facilitates the cre-
ation of new associations and episodic memories. The hippo-
campus is also implicated broadly in the generalization of
learning (Gluck and Myers 1993; Shohamy and Wagner 2008),
and may thus be uniquely situated to generalize learning based
on abstract properties (i.e., typicality) of an object concept.
While it is unknown whether typicality effects apply to aver-
sive learning, we predicted that the hippocampus would signal

object typicality early in training, when representativeness may
factor into category-level generalizations of threat.

Materials and Methods

Subjects
Thirty-four right-handed healthy adults provided written informed
consent in accordance with the Duke University Institutional Review
Board guidelines. Data from one subject were excluded due to techni-
cal problems with the MRI scanner. The final analysis included 33 par-
ticipants (16 females; age range = 18–37 years; median age = 23 years).
Subjects were assigned either to the group in which animals predicted
shock and tools were safe (A+/T−, n = 17) or to the group in which
tools predicted shock and animals were safe (T+/A−, n = 16).

Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of 80 images of tools (N = 40) and animals (N = 40)
presented on a white background. Images were obtained from the
website www.lifeonwhite.com and from publicly available resources
on the internet. These stimuli were used in a previously published be-
havioral study on fear generalization (Dunsmoor et al. 2012) (see Sup-
plementary Fig. 1 for complete list of stimuli and typicality ratings). We
avoided the use of highly threat-relevant images such as knives and
snakes so as to mitigate the potential arousal bias evoked by these
objects (Öhman and Mineka 2001). The presentation of stimuli was
controlled using Presentation Software (Neurobehavioral Systems,
Albany, CA, USA).

A 6-ms electrical shock applied to the right wrist served as the US.
Shock administration was controlled using the STM-100 and STM-200
modules connected to the MP-150 BIOPAC system (BIOPAC systems,
Goleta, CA, USA). The level of the shock was calibrated for each
subject individually prior to the start of the experiment using an as-
cending staircase procedure so as to reach a level deemed “annoying
but not painful” (Dunsmoor et al. 2009). Following calibration, subjects
rated intensity of the shock on a scale from 0 (not at all unpleasant) to
10 (extremely unpleasant). Shock ratings (mean = 5.56; SD = 1.04)
were similar across groups.

Task and Procedures
The scanning session contained 4 phases: animal-tool functional locali-
zer, preconditioning resting state, fear conditioning, and postcondi-
tioning resting state. The animal-tool localizer consisted of 12
alternating blocks of animals, tools, and phase-scrambled images
counterbalanced across subjects (Supplementary Methods). The fear
conditioning session was a slow event-related fMRI design conducted
over 4 runs of equal length (6 min). Each run contained 20 trials (10
animals and 10 tools) presented in a pseudorandomized order with no
more than 2 objects from the same category occurring in a row. We
used 8 different stimulus presentation orders to counterbalance pres-
entation of animal and tool exemplars across participants. Each trial
was 6 s in duration, during which time subjects rated expectancy for
US delivery on a scale anchored between 0 (sure the shock will not
occur) and 10 (sure the shock will occur) using an MRI-compatible joy-
stick. Subjects were instructed that the final location of the rating bar at
trial offset would be calculated as their response. A 10–12 s (average =
11 s) fixation cross-followed the offset of each trial. One category
(e.g., animals) was designated the CS+, and 50% of exemplars from
this category co-terminated with the US. The other object category
(e.g., tools) served as the CS−, and none of its exemplars were
reinforced with a US. Category assignment was counterbalanced
(animals CS+: n = 17; tools CS+: n = 16). The choice of which CS+ items
were paired with shock was random and counterbalanced between
subjects. Every trial contained a distinct basic-level exemplar with a
different name that was never repeated (e.g., there were not 2 different
images of elephants). Subjects were not instructed on the CS–US con-
tingencies and were not informed that images would be presented
only once during learning. Twenty-four hours later, subjects returned
to a different laboratory setting outside the MRI facility where they
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conducted a follow-up recognition memory test for the CS+ and CS−
items (not reported here) and rated each animal and tool picture for ty-
picality to the superordinate category. Typicality ratings were made for
each item on a 10-point scale (0 = highly atypical, 10 = highly typical).

SCRMethods and Analysis
Psychophysiological recording was controlled with the MP-150
BIOPAC system (BIOPAC systems) grounded through the resonance
frequency filter panel and shielded from magnetic interference. MRI-
compatible skin conductance responses (SCR) electrodes were placed
on the hypothenar eminence of the palmar surface of the left hand.
SCR analysis was carried out using AcqKnowledge software (BIOPAC
systems) using procedures previously described (Dunsmoor et al.
2012) (see Supplementary Methods for details).

fMRI Parameters
Whole-brain functional imaging was conducted on a General Electric
Signa EXCITE HD 3.0 Tesla MRI scanner. Blood oxygenation level-
dependent functional images were acquired parallel to the AC-PC line
using a SENSE™ spiral in sequence: acquisition matrix, 64 × 64; field of
view, 256 × 256; flip-angle, 60°; 34 slices with interleaved acquisition;
slice thickness, 3.8 mm with no gaps between slices; in-plane
resolution = 3.75 × 3.75 mm; repetition time, 2 s; echo time, 27 ms.

fMRI Preprocessing
Preprocessing was conducted using SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Center,
www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk) implemented in MATLAB (The Mathworks,
Inc., Natick, MA, USA). Images were spatially normalized into Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) space, voxel size resampled to 2 × 2 × 2
mm, and smoothed using an isotropic 8-mm3 Gaussian full-width half-
maximum kernel. Functional images were co-registered to each sub-
ject’s high-resolution T1-weighted structural scan. The first 4 functional
images were removed from each scanning run to account for magnetic
equilibration, and remaining images were corrected for head motion
using center-of-mass movement threshold of 3 mm. Padding was in-
serted around the subject’s head to minimize head motion.

fMRI Analysis
Statistical analysis of preprocessed data was conducted using the
general linear model in SPM8 with trial regressors for onset and dur-
ation of each event convolved with the canonical hemodynamic
response function. Head motion parameters and shock delivery were
included as covariates of no interest. A high-pass filter of 128 s was
applied to account for low-frequency drifts. Statistical thresholds for
whole-brain analyses were set at P < 0.001, with a minimum extent
threshold of 60 voxels. This spatial extent for multiple comparisons
provides cluster correction of P < 0.05, derived using the REST Alpha-
Sim utility (www.restfmri.net; toolkit V 1.3), which computes alpha
level using 1000 Monte Carlo simulations to verify activations of this
cluster size were unlikely to have occurred due to chance. Based on ex-
tensive literature on the role of the amygdala in fear conditioning
(LaBar et al. 1998) and the hippocampus on learning and generaliz-
ation (Shohamy and Wagner 2008), we included these as a priori ROIs
for small volume correction analysis. Thresholds for small volume cor-
rection were conducted using bilateral anatomical masks from the
PickAtlas toolbox (Maldjian et al. 2003) and a threshold of familywise
error (FWE) corrected P < 0.05 with 10 contiguous voxels. Brain acti-
vations are displayed on the average anatomical image from 33 sub-
jects. Labels for the anatomical regions provided by Talairach Client
(Lancaster et al. 2000) based on peak coordinates in MNI space, con-
verted to Talairach space using GingerALE 2.0 (Laird et al. 2010).

Aversive Learning
To examine effects of aversive learning in category-selective regions,
mean beta-parameters were extracted from the 6 ROIs identified from
the independent object localizer. Statistical tests conducted on ex-
tracted parameter estimates included a repeated-measures analysis of

variance (ANOVA) with CS type (CS+, CS−) and group (animals CS
+/tool CS−, tools CS+/animals CS−) as factors, considered significant
at P < 0.05. Whole-brain group-level fMRI analysis of aversive learning
was also analyzed using a 2 × 2 ANOVA with the factors CS type (CS+,
CS−) and group (animals CS+/tools CS−, tools CS+/animals CS+).
Areas exhibiting enhanced activations on CS+ versus CS− trials were
assessed through a conjunction analysis for the contrast CS+ > CS− for
both groups; a conjunction analysis for the reverse contrast (CS− > CS
+) was conducted to reveal regions exhibiting enhanced activity on
control versus threat trials in both groups.

Representational Similarity Analysis
The RSA followed general methods outlined by Kriegeskorte, Mur, and
Bandettini (2008) and Kriegeskorte, Mur, Ruff, et al. (2008). Further
details on this analysis are provided in the Supplementary Methods.
We constructed a general linear model with each regressor containing
a single trial. Preprocessing did not include spatial smoothing to retain
information at a finer spatial scale. Activity was sampled separately
from voxels within the object localizer mask (animals + tools >
scrambled objects) and bilateral anatomical amygdala ROIs from the
AAL atlas. To rule out potential artifactual differences in correlation es-
timates in the RSA across CS+ and CS conditions, voxels identified from
the univariate analysis as exhibiting greater signal differences to the CS
+ versus the CS− in either group were excluded (see also Larocque
et al. 2013). This included voxels from the object-selective visual
cortex identified at the whole-brain level using the global null hypoth-
esis with an uncorrected threshold of P < 0.001, and from the amygdala
RSA using the global null hypothesis and a small-volume correction
(FWE P < 0.05) on the amygdala anatomical mask. Results yielded an
80 object by 3563 voxel (object localizer) or 396 voxel (amygdala)
activity patterns for each subject. Representational dissimilarity
matrices (RDM) were computed from these patterns by calculating 1-r
(Pearson correlation coefficient) across all object selective voxels for
every possible pairing of objects, producing a symmetric 80 × 80 RDM.
To overcome distributional and independence assumptions of stan-
dard statistical approaches, bootstrap resampling (using the bootstrp
function in MATLAB with 10 000 iterations) was used to estimate mean
similarity patterns within and between categories for each subject to
examine whether within-category dissimilarity for CS+ items was
different from within-category dissimilarity for CS− items and
between-category dissimilarities. Mean dissimilarities were assessed
by repeated measures ANOVA with RDM quadrants as within-subjects
factors [lower triangle of the first quadrant (animals-to-animals); lower
triangle of the fourth quadrant (tools-to-tools); and third quadrant
(animals-to-tools)] and group as a between-subjects factor. Additional
analyses were conducted on the derived similarity measures to
examine whether factors other than CS type (e.g., trial-by-trial univari-
ate activity) influenced pattern similarity (see Supplementary Fig. 7
and Supplemental Results). Additional RDMs were constructed for 2
control regions, primary visual cortex (Brodmann area 17) and left
motor cortex (see Supplemental Results).

Psychophysiological Interaction Analysis
We conducted a psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis (Friston
et al. 1997) implemented in SPM 8 to examine patterns of functional
connectivity during the experimental task. The purpose of the PPI
analysis was to demonstrate functional coupling across the brain with a
source region and an experimental parameter. We used this analysis to
test the hypothesis that task-based connectivity (CS+ vs. CS−) between
the lateral FFG and amygdala is selectively enhanced in the group
fear conditioned to animals. The source region was provided by the
amygdala ROI identified from the main effect of fear conditioning
(CS+ > CS−). The representative time course was extracted from voxels
in the amygdala mask—which included voxels in both left and right
amygdala—using the first eigenvariate calculated from singular value
decomposition. The time course from the source region, the psycho-
logical context (CS+ > CS−), and the interaction term between the
time series and psychological context (PPI) were included in a general
linear model (GLM). The PPI analysis reveals brain regions exhibiting
stronger functional coupling with the amygdala during aversive
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learning, while accounting for the main effect of conditions by includ-
ing the psychological and physiological time course into the GLM. A
supplementary whole-brain analysis (cluster correction P < 0.05) was
conducted to examine amygdala connectivity across other brain
regions in both learning groups.

Resting State Connectivity Analyses
Immediately before and immediately after fear conditioning, subjects
rested with their eyes open during a 6-min resting state scan. One
subject from the A+/T− group did not complete the postconditioning
resting state due to time constraints and is thus not included in the
resting state analysis. We used a targeted approach to examine corre-
lations between the lateral FFG and amygdala before and after aversive
learning. Time courses were extracted from the amygdala (identified
from the fear-conditioning analysis contrast CS+ > CS−) and category-
selective lateral FFG that dissociated animals from tools during the in-
dependent localizer using methods described above for the PPI analy-
sis. Time courses were fit using a GLM incorporating head motion and
the mean signal over the course of the run. A 128-s filter was applied to
remove low-frequency drift. Pearson correlation coefficients were cal-
culated for each subject during baseline and post conditioning rest for
amygdala-category ROI pairs. Correlation coefficients were Fisher
Z-transformed and baseline values were subtracted from the postcondi-
tioning values to gain a measure of the change in correlations between
regions from before to after fear conditioning. One-sample t-tests were
used to determine significant differences in the pre-to-post change in
connectivity.

Parametric Modulation Analysis of Object Typicality
To examine whether any brain regions tracked object typicality during
fear conditioning, we used typicality ratings (obtained for each subject
24 h after the imaging session) for each CS+ image as a trial-by-trial
parametric regressor. Typicality ratings were Z-scored and used in the
parametric modulation analysis. Three subjects were not included in
this analysis due to a lack of variability in typicality ratings (SD of raw
typicality scores <2). First-level model estimation was conducted using
the GLM, with the following events: CS+ and its parametric modu-
lation, CS− and its parametric modulation, US, and head motion par-
ameters. Group-level analysis included a factorial design with the
parametric modulation of the CS+ across the 4 scanning runs as factors,
assuming unequal variances and nonindependence of samples. The
analysis focused on regions showing a linear decrease in CS+ modu-
lation over the 4 runs of fear conditioning [contrast weights; 3 1 −1 −3]
to broadly characterize changes across the conditioning session.

Lastly, we interrogated the role of the hippocampus further by in-
corporating the hippocampal region identified from the parametric
modulation analysis (see Results section) as a seed region in a PPI
analysis using PPI procedures described above. The purpose of this
analysis was to examine regions exhibiting task-based connectivity
with the hippocampus during early training (when the hippocampus
exhibited typicality effects) but not late training (when the typicality
effect subsided). The interaction term between the hippocampus time
series and experimental parameter (CS+ vs. CS−) was entered into a
group-level model that included run (1–4) as a factor. We examined
whether any regions exhibited a linear decrease in connectivity across
the conditioning session.

Results

Participants learned that different objects from a category
domain were predictive of shock while a set of objects from
another category domain were used as an unpaired control
condition (see Fig. 1). For half of the participants, a subset of
images of animals was paired with the delivery of an electrical
shock US whereas all tools were presented without the US (i.
e., animal CS+, tool CS−). The other half of participants re-
ceived the reverse contingencies (i.e., tool CS+, animal CS−).
Thus, each participant viewed the same images, but

individualized learning histories determined which category
attained threat-relevance.

Another important feature of this task is that individual cat-
egory exemplars were only presented once. This approach
differs markedly from the classic literature on conditioning
and stimulus generalization, which traditionally present a
single repeated CS prior to testing with unpaired values that
parametrically vary from the CS along a basic sensory dimen-
sion (for review of classic stimulus generalization experiments,
see Honig and Urcuioli 1981). In this case, fear acquisition re-
quires subjects to successfully generalize learning beyond each
specific trial-unique instance, rather than through repeated
exposure to the same CS. Thus, subjects were expected to
acquire a representation of threat at the superordinate category
level based on conceptual knowledge of the relationship
between basic-level members.

Behavioral Results
Aversive learning was evaluated throughout the scanning
session using online subjective ratings of shock expectancy
and SCR. Shock expectancy (Fig. 1b and Supplementary Figs 2
and 3) was greater to the CS+ than the CS−, F1, 31 = 334.54,
P < 0.001. There was no effect of group (P = 0.24) and no inter-
action between CS type and group, P = 0.39. Analysis of SCRs
(Fig. 1c) likewise revealed a main effect of CS type, F1,
28 = 33.66, P < 0.001, but no effect of group (P = 0.56) and no
interaction with group, P = 0.89. No correlation was found
between SCRs and shock expectancy, or between typicality
ratings and other behavioral indices. Finally, tonic skin con-
ductance levels (SCL) were acquired during 6-min resting state
scans immediately before and after fear conditioning. SCLs sig-
nificantly increased from before to after conditioning
(P < 0.001) with no difference between groups (P > 0.5), pro-
viding further evidence that the aversive learning episode had
a lasting impact on emotional arousal. Together, these results
demonstrate that subjective and autonomic contingency learn-
ing differentiated as a function of CS type, but were unaffected
by which category (animals or tools) predicted shock, replicat-
ing our behavioral findings using this paradigm (Dunsmoor
et al. 2012).

Animal-Tool Functional Localizer
Prior to fear conditioning, object-selective regions along occi-
pitotemporal cortex were localized in a separate task. Consist-
ent with prior fMRI studies examining category-specificity for
animate versus manmade objects (Martin 2007b), whole-brain
analysis revealed clusters selective to animals in the lateral FFG
and inferior occipital gyrus extending into the pSTS, and clus-
ters selective to tools in medial FFG/parahippocampal gyrus
and middle occipital gyrus (Fig. 2a and Supplementary
Table 1). Based on these localized activations from a priori
occipital-temporal regions, we created regions of interest
(ROI) for use in further analyses (see Experimental Procedures
and Supplementary Materials and Methods).

Aversive Learning Modulates Activity in Posterior
Category-Selective Cortical Regions
A primary question in this investigation was whether aversive
learning enhances activity in category-selective cortex as a
function of whether animals or tools attained threat value. To
investigate this question, we probed neural activity during
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learning using the functional ROIs defined by the independent
object localizer. As expected, analysis of mean parameter esti-
mates extracted from these ROIs revealed interactions between
CS type and group, with the sole exception of the tool-selective
right middle occipital gyrus (Fig. 2b,c and Table 1). Post hoc
t-tests indicated that these interactions were driven by greater
activity to images from the CS+ (vs. the CS−) category within
the ROI preferential to the CS+ category. In the tool-selective
ROIs, (Fig. 2c), greater activity to the CS+ versus the CS− was
only observed in the group fear conditioned to tools. Within
animal-selective ROIs, greater activity to CS+ than CS− was ob-
served in the group fear conditioned to animals. Moreover,
activity to animal CS+’s in this group was greater than activity
evoked by both animal CS−’s and tool CS+’s in the opposite
group (Fig. 2b). Altogether, these findings provide evidence
that fear learning enhanced activity within category-selective
cortex as a function of the reinforcement contingency. These
results held when the analysis was restricted to CS+ unpaired
trials only, despite the loss of power in this analysis (Sup-
plementary Fig. 4).

Effects of Aversive Learning on Representational
Similarity in Object-Selective Cortex
In addition to the univariate fMRI analysis reviewed above, we
examined activity in object selective cortex using a multivariate
RSA (Kriegeskorte, Mur, and Bandettini 2008; Kriegeskorte,
Mur, Ruff, et al. 2008). In this approach, the response patterns
in a set of voxels are extracted and their similarity structure is

compared across stimulus categories or experimental manipu-
lations (see Supplementary Materials and Methods for further
details on this analysis). For this analysis, we examined pat-
terns of neural activity within bilateral occipitotemporal cortex
identified as signaling intact objects during the object localizer
task. Notably, we excluded voxels exhibiting greater mean acti-
vation to the CS+ (vs. the CS−) in either learning group to miti-
gate the possibility that increased signal-to-noise artifactually
induced differences in correlation estimates due to attentional
gain modulation for the CS+ category (see Supplementary
Materials and Methods). This analysis showed a delineation
between animate and inanimate objects in the occipitotemporal
cortex (Fig. 3a). By quantifying similarity structures within each
quadrant of the RDM, we elucidated alterations in represen-
tational structures as a function of which object category was
reinforced. We used a bootstrap resampling approach to quan-
tify mean dissimilarity of multivariate patterns for the lower tri-
angle of the first quadrant (animals-to-animals), lower triangle
of the fourth quadrant (tools-to-tools), and the third quadrant
(animals-to-tools) (Fig 3b) (see Supplementary Materials and
Methods) for each subject. For subjects in the animal CS+ group,
representational structures for animals-to-animals were more
similar than for tools-to-tools (CS−) or animals-to-tools. In con-
trast, the tool CS+ group exhibited more similarity among
tool-to-tool exemplars (CS+) than animal-to-animal (CS−) and
animal-to-tool exemplars (Ps < 0.01). A similar increase in
within-category similarity for CS+ versus CS− items was
observed in the amygdala (Supplementary Fig. 5), whereas
category structures in control regions (V1 and left motor cortex)

Figure 1. Fear conditioning procedure and behavioral results. (a) Subjects were presented with 80 unique exemplars of animals (40) and tools (40) for 6 s each. Exemplars were
never repeated during the conditioning session. Half the objects from one category (CS+) co-terminated with a 6-ms electrical shock unconditioned stimulus (US), whereas objects
from the other category were never reinforced (CS−). In this example, tools served as the CS+ and animals served as the CS− (category assignment was counterbalanced across
subjects). Subjects learned through experience that an object category predicted shock. (b) Expectancy ratings showed that subjects learned the CS-US contingencies. Skin
conductance responses (SCRs) revealed differentially greater responses to the category exemplars predictive of shock versus the safe category exemplars. Neither shock
expectancy ratings nor SCRs were influenced by which object category (animals or tools) predicted shock. Dashed line depicts chance level of US expectancy. A+, images of
animals predicted shock; T+, images of tools predicted shock; A−, images of animals were safe; T−, images of tools were safe; µS, microSiemens; Error bars represent ± SEM;
**P<0.01, 2-tailed t-tests.
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showed weak structure as a function of object category (Sup-
plementary Fig. 6). These multivariate results indicate that aver-
sive learning selectively enhances representational similarity
among categorically related exemplars, which may be integral to
facilitate the spread of learning across physically distinct objects.

Role of the Medial Temporal Lobe and Other Brain
Regions
In the amygdala, learning-related effects (CS+ > CS−) were ob-
served bilaterally in both groups, and there was no effect of

group and no interaction between CS type and group (Ps > 0.1)
(Fig. 4a). As the amygdala’s response profile typically habitu-
ates over the course of traditional fear-conditioning procedures
(Buchel et al. 1998), we further interrogated its activity from
voxels identified from the ROI analysis across the 4 scanning
runs. Learning-related amygdala activity showed a steady de-
crease over time as responses to the CS+ diminished (Fig. 4b),
implicating a time-sensitive role in initial acquisition of con-
ditioned fear. A main effect of CS type (CS+ > CS−) was also
observed in bilateral hippocampus, and there was no effect of
group and no interaction between CS type and group (Ps > 0.1)

Figure 2. Activity in localized category-selective cortex during aversive learning. (a) Category-selective regions were independently identified prior to aversive learning through a
functional localizer. The right lateral fusiform gyrus and right inferior occipital gyrus/posterior superior temporal sulcus showed selectively to images of animals, whereas bilateral
medial fusiform and bilateral middle occipital gyrus showed selectively to images of tools. These category-selective regions of interest were then used to interrogate neural activity
during aversive learning. (b) Within animal-selective regions, activity related to aversive learning was enhanced for subjects who learned to fear animals versus subjects who learned
to fear tools. (c) Within tool-selective regions, activity related to aversive learning was enhanced for subjects who learned to fear tools versus subjects who learned to fear animals.
pSTS, posterior superior temporal sulcus; ROIs, regions of interest; A+, images of animals predicted shock; T+, images of tools-predicted shock; A−, images of animals were safe;
T−, images of tools were safe; Error bars represent ± SEM; *P< 0.05 and **P<0.01, 2-tailed t-tests. Activations displayed on subject averaged anatomical image at P< 0.001,
cluster corrected P<0.05.
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(Supplementary Table 2). Similar to the amygdala,
learning-related activity in the hippocampus showed a de-
crease across conditioning runs due to diminished responses
to the CS+. These findings indicate medial temporal lobe
regions were engaged in learning to fear a category of objects
but that differences in CS+ versus CS− activations were stron-
gest in early learning, consistent with existing literature using
more traditional fear-conditioning procedures (Buchel et al.
1998; LaBar et al. 1998; but see also Bach et al. 2011).

Whole-brain univariate analyses complemented ROI ap-
proaches to reveal other regions exhibiting effects of general-
ized aversive learning. Enhanced activity to CS+ versus CS−
was observed in bilateral insula, inferior frontal gyrus, dorso-
lateral prefrontal cortex (PFC), thalamus, and anterior cingu-
late cortex (ACC) (Fig. 4c and Supplementary Table 2). The
reverse contrast (CS− > CS+), highlighting areas preferentially
sensitive to safety signals, revealed activations in ventromedial
PFC and posterior cingulate cortex. In all, the collection of
areas identified as showing a main effect of aversive learning
have been commonly identified in traditional human neuroi-
maging studies employing single, repeated CS+ and CS− exem-
plars (LaBar and Cabeza 2006; Sehlmeyer et al. 2009; Etkin
et al. 2011). These results thus extend the roles of these struc-
tures to trial-unique fear learning involving exemplars span-
ning a superordinate category.

Learning to Fear Animals is Characterized by Enhanced
Functional Connectivity Between the Amygdala and
Lateral FFG
It has been proposed that patterns of intrinsic amygdala-lateral
FFG connectivity provide a key network for processing
animate objects (Martin 2007a; Mahon and Caramazza 2011).
We therefore examined functional connectivity between these
2 ROIs using task-based connectivity measures and during rest
both before and following aversive learning, with the predic-
tion that learning to fear animals would involve enhanced
functional coupling. Task-based connectivity was examined
using a PPI analysis (Friston et al. 1997), with the amygdala as
the source region and the lateral FFG as the a priori target. This
analysis revealed significant amygdala-lateral FFG connectivity
in subjects fear conditioned to animals (t16 = 2.52, P = 0.02)
that was enhanced relative to subjects fear conditioned to tools
(t15 = 2.27, P = 0.03) (Fig. 5a). A whole-brain analysis revealed
additional regions exhibiting task-based connectivity in the
group fear conditioned to animals, including the insula and

cingulate gyrus (see Supplementary Table 3), whereas no
regions exhibited task-based amygdala connectivity in the
group fear conditioned to tools. A more liberal threshold of
P < 0.005 did not reveal any activity near category-selective ex-
trastriate visual cortex in the group fear conditioned to tools.
The PPI results in the group fear conditioned to tools suggest
that learning to fear inanimate objects might rely on an alterna-
tive functional pathway that does not center on connectivity
between the amygdala and tool-selective cortical ROIs.

Resting state scans acquired immediately before and after
aversive learning allowed us to examine whether aversive
learning modulates resting-state connectivity in a domain-
specific network linked to the representation of animate
objects (Simmons and Martin 2011). We focused this analysis
on differences in resting state correlations between the amyg-
dala and lateral FFG from pre- to postlearning. Correlations
between the amygdala and lateral FFG increased from before
to after fear conditioning in the animal CS+ group (t15 = 3.87,
P = 0.001) but not for the tool CS+ group (t15 = 0.67, P = 0.51)
(Fig. 5b). For the animal CS+ group, this significant increase in
amygdala-lateral FFG connectivity was positively correlated
with the change in tonic SCLs (r12 = 0.54, P = 0.04) (Fig. 5c),
suggesting a relationship between increases in domain-specific
resting state networks and peripheral measures of arousal fol-
lowing an emotional episode. Amygdala-lateral FFG connec-
tivity and SCLs were not correlated in the tool CS+ group
(r13 =−0.27, P = 0.34), and the difference between correlations
across groups was significant, P = 0.03. In all, both task-based
and resting-state functional connectivity analyses indicate func-
tional enhancement of the amygdala’s connectivity with
animal-selective processing regions, which may provide a
mechanism to support acquisition of fear to animate objects.

Hippocampal Signaling of Object Typicality Contributes
to Category-Based Fear Learning Early in Training
Through Interactions With the Amygdala
To test our prediction that typicality effects apply to early train-
ing trials, we used individual subjects’ typicality ratings (see
Experimental Procedures and Supplementary Fig. 1) in a
trial-by-trial parametric modulation analysis to investigate
whether brain activity was modulated by the typicality of
feared category exemplars. In line with our prediction, a linear
decrease in modulation by object typicality over the course of
the 4 learning runs revealed selective activation in the left

Table 1.
Statistical analysis of aversive-learning related activity extracted from category-selective ROIs

Brain region ANOVA Post hoc t-tests

CS by category interaction Main effect CS Main effect category Animals CS+ vs.
tools CS−

Tools CS+ vs.
animals CS−

Animals CS+ vs.
Tools CS+

ROIs identified as selective to animals
R inferior occipital gyrus *P< 0.001 P= 0.3 *P= 0.04 *P< 0.001 *P< 0.001 *P< 0.001
R lateral FFG *P< 0.001 *P= 0.04 *P= 0.01 *P< 0.001 P= 0.25 *P= 0.007

ROIs identified as selective to tools
L middle occipital gyrus *P< 0.001 *P= 0.01 P= 0.93 P= 0.21 *P< 0.001 P= 0.16
L medial FFG *P< 0.001 P= 0.45 P= 0.69 P= 0.06 *P= 0.006 P= 0.05
R medial FFG *P< 0.001 *P= 0.005 P= 0.57 P= 0.14 *P< 0.001 P= 0.13
R middle occipital gyrus P= 0.10 *P< 0.001 P= 0.49 P= 0.09 *P< 0.001 P= 0.97

Note: Statistical tests were conducted on the mean parameter estimates from category-selective regions identified using an independent localizer prior to fear conditioning. See Figure 2 for brain imaging
results. FFG, fusiform gyrus; L, left; R, right. *denotes significance above P < 0.05.
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hippocampus during early but not late training trials (peak-
level activation at x =−30, y =−20, z = 18; T = 3.75) (Fig. 6a).

Based on prior research showing generalization of learning
is supported by hippocampal-midbrain (Shohamy and Wagner
2008) and hippocampal-ventromedial PFC (Kumaran et al.
2009) interactions, we incorporated the hippocampus ident-
ified from the typicality analysis as a seed region in a PPI analy-
sis to interrogate connectivity with other conditioning-related
regions during early training. Results revealed a temporally
graded pattern of connectivity with the left amygdala (peak-
level activation at x =−30, y =−2, z =−16; T = 3.46) (Fig. 6b)
such that task-based connectivity between the hippocampus
and amygdala was strong during early training trials but then
dissipated. This spatiotemporal pattern implicates one

neurobehavioral mechanism through which category-level in-
ductive inferences regarding threat value are initially general-
ized toward exemplars that are more representative of the
feared category. These effects diminished over time, however,
as participants learned through experience to broaden the
category-level representation to include either typical or atypi-
cal category members—as the likelihood of receiving the US
was not in fact determined by typicality.

Discussion

Although fear conditioning is traditionally considered an evo-
lutionarily conserved system mediating only simple forms of
learned behaviors, the present results reveal how fear can

Figure 3. Representational similarity analysis. (a) The similarity of activity patterns across voxels in object-selective occipitotemporal cortex reflects a category boundary between
animals or tools during aversive learning in groups fear conditioned to animals or tools, respectively. Results are presented in a representational dissimilarity matrix (RDM), which
illustrates the correlation between activity patterns evoked by 2 different stimuli as “1-r” (Pearson correlation coefficient) (Kriegeskorte, Mur, Ruff, et al. 2008). The images used in
this analysis are arranged by alphabetical order within category, with each cell depicting the similarity in response patterns between 2 stimuli. For display, the dissimilarity metric is
presented in percentiles. (b) The average dissimilarity among images of animals, tools, and between animals and tools was quantified within each subject group using bootstrap
resampling. The dissimilarity among objects from the CS+ category was reduced for each group relative to objects from within the CS− category. Error bars represent ± SEM;
**P< 0.01, 2-tailed t-tests. See Supplementary Methods for further details on this analysis.
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generalize to more abstract, complex representations of object
categories. Utilizing object concepts as stimuli during aversive
learning yielded 3 primary findings. First, conjoint activation
in brain areas associated with emotional processing and rep-
resentation of object concepts supports aversive learning
based on sparse, trial-unique reinforcement of select members
of a superordinate category. Representational category struc-
tures were modulated by aversive learning, such that activity
patterns in object-selective cortex were more similar for differ-
ent members from the threat versus safe category. Second, we
found evidence for domain-specific neural pathways in learn-
ing to fear animate (as opposed to inanimate) objects. Finally,
the hippocampus was modulated by the typicality of threat ex-
emplars and exhibited a time-delimited coupling with the
amygdala that was strongest early in acquisition training.
Taken together, these results reveal advanced conceptual

abilities contribute to the pursuit of fear learning, and, impor-
tantly, emulate characteristics of real-world fear acquisition
that may serve as a more ecologically valid model of clinical
anxiety disorders characterized by widespread fear.

Prior human fMRI and nonhuman electrophysiological
experiments have shown modulation in subcortical and unim-
odal sensory cortex as a result of aversive learning (Pape and
Paré 2010). This modulatory effect helps ensure that, due to
association with an aversive event, the CS acquires emotional
significance and is treated appropriately the next time it is en-
countered. Yet, prior neurophysiological studies almost uni-
versally incorporate a single CS instance into the fear
conditioning design, and thus, it is unclear whether neural
modulation of a CS leads to widespread fear of related stimuli
(but see Weinberger 2004). Moreover, it has remained unclear
whether aversive learning modulates activation in cortical

Figure 4. Amygdala and whole-brain activity during aversive learning. (a) Activity in the amygdala was identified from a small volume corrected region of interest (familywise error
corrected P <0.05). Differential fear-conditioned activity as a function of stimulus type (CS+, CS−) was observed in bilateral amygdala in subjects who learned to fear animals and
in subjects who learned to fear tools. (b) In both left and right amygdala, differential fear-conditioned activity diminished over time as responses to the CS+ habituated. (c)
Whole-brain analysis (cluster corrected <0.05) revealed greater activity to the CS+ versus CS− in bilateral insula, anterior cingulate cortex, and dorsolateral PFC, whereas the CS−
elicited greater activity in the ventromedial PFC (see Supplementary Table 1 for a full list of regions).
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regions implicated in broadly coding object categories, despite
the fact that these are the types of stimuli most often encoun-
tered in real-world-learning episodes and contribute to clinical
presentation in anxiety disorders such as Specific Phobia. Our
results show dissociable activity in category-selective ROIs
along posterior occipitotemporal cortex as a function whether
participants acquired fear of animals or tools. Moreover, acti-
vations observed in other regions traditionally implicated in
conditioned learning (e.g., insula, ACC, and brainstem struc-
tures) extend the role of these structures beyond fear acqui-
sition to a single, repeated CS. These different patterns of
activity, identified from a univariate fMRI analysis, are
especially noteworthy given that each conditioning trial con-
tained a unique exemplar. Thus, while participants had no
direct knowledge for whether a given exemplar predicted the
US, the results suggest that knowledge of the affective signifi-
cance of the category enhanced the representation of different
basic-level members. As many animals and tools tend to share
metric features that help determine category membership (e.
g., many animals have eyes), it is possible that participants
could rely to some extent on perceptual strategies during this
task. We therefore incorporated a range of basic-level exem-
plars that ranged in shape and appearance (e.g., fish, birds,
insects, mammals, etc.) to minimize this possibility. In sum,
these findings complement a rich behavioral literature on
stimulus generalization in classical conditioning (Pavlov
1927), and extend neuroimaging findings on fear generaliz-
ation beyond stimulus sets that vary parametrically along
a unimodal perceptual dimension, for example, faces
(Dunsmoor et al. 2011), color (Dunsmoor and Labar 2013), or
shapes (Greenberg et al. 2011). (It should be noted that
stimulus generalization in the classical and operant con-
ditioning literature is frequently concerned with responses
evoked by novel stimuli that are not ever reinforced in order
to plot gradients of conditioned responses as a function of
similarity to the CS. Rather than conducting a generalization
test with unreinforced stimuli after acquisition, the present
study required subjects to generalize throughout acquisition
between novel stimuli that were intermittently reinforced,
thus distinguishing this design from traditional stimulus gen-
eralization experiments).

The conclusion that aversive learning modulates cortical
representations of object concepts is further bolstered by the
multivariate RSA. This analysis distinguished between patterns
of activity in occipitotemporal cortex elicited by categorically
related objects, as previously demonstrated (Kriegeskorte,
Mur, and Bandettini 2008; Kriegeskorte, Mur, Ruff, et al.
2008). Importantly, we discovered that representational struc-
ture of these categories was functionally altered in an
experience-dependent fashion. We specifically found en-
hanced representational similarity between images of animals
in subjects fear conditioned to animals, and analogous effects
between images of tools in subjects fear conditioned to tools.
Put another way, aversive learning selectively enhanced simi-
larity structure of an object category representation that ac-
quired threat value. A strengthening of similarity structures as
a result of learning may provide a means to support broad gen-
eralization between physically dissimilar items that portend
the same significant outcome.

Learning to fear animals was characterized by enhanced
amygdala-lateral FFG coupling during fear acquisition, and
during rest immediately following acquisition. This result

Figure 5. Amygdala-fusiform functional connectivity during learning and at rest. (a)
Results from the psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis show that enhanced
amygdala-lateral fusiform gyrus (animal-selective ROI) connectivity during fear
conditioning was selective to the group fear conditioned to animals. (b) During 6-min
rest scans, connectivity between the amygdala and lateral FFG increased significantly
from before to after fear conditioning in the group fear conditioned to animals. (c) In
the group conditioned to animals, increases in amygdala-lateral FFG connectivity were
positively correlated with resting-state increases in tonic skin conductance levels from
pre- to postconditioning. Regions were defined on the basis of functional activity during
learning (amygdala; CS+> CS−) and from an independent category localizer
(fusiform gyrus; see Materials and Methods section). A+, images of animals
predicted shock; T+, images of tools predicted shock; A−, images of animals were
safe; T−, images of tools were safe; Error bars represent ± SEM; *P<0.05 and
**P< 0.01, 2-tailed t-tests.
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complements the univariate analysis, which revealed enhanced
activity across these ROIs, and the RSA analysis, which re-
vealed strengthened representational structures as a function
of learning group. Interestingly, functional connectivity was
selectively enhanced for the group fear conditioned to
animals. This finding fits the prediction that a domain-specific
neural pathway supporting the representation of animate
objects is utilized when individuals learn to fear animate (but
not inanimate) objects. Intrinsic cortical connectivity with the
amygdala may indicate that it was evolutionarily more impor-
tant to integrate emotional information into the representation
of animals and conspecifics than for artifacts (Martin 2007a;

Mahon and Caramazza 2011). Thus, while both neutral
animals and artifacts can enter association with an aversive US
through the process of Pavlovian conditioning, separate mech-
anisms may be involved in the acquisition and expression of
fear to objects that possess animacy and, hence, are more
likely to be agents capable of delivering an aversive US. At a
broader level, this finding is in line with theoretical and empiri-
cal work concerned with whether particular classes of CSs
serve as prepared stimuli during aversive learning (Öhman
and Mineka 2001), the importance of animacy on the neural
representation of biological motion (Allison et al. 2000; Beau-
champ et al. 2002) and face processing (Adolphs 2009), as well

Figure 6. Activity in the hippocampus is modulated by object typicality during early aversive learning. (a) A schematic of an analysis using subjects’ own typicality measures in a
parametric modulation of fear conditioning-related brain activity. (b) During the early phase of aversive learning, neural activity in the left hippocampus was modulated by the
typicality of objects from the feared category. (c) A psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis using the left hippocampus as a seed region showed enhanced connectivity with
the left amygdala during early aversive learning. This typicality effect dissipated over time, as subjects learned to abstract fear learning to all members of the superordinate category.
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as univariate fMRI (Yang et al. 2012) and electrophysiological
studies showing a category-selective response to images of
animals in the amygdala (Mormann et al. 2011).

It is important to note that behavioral results were similar
across groups. The question is therefore raised regarding the
differential patterns of amygdala connectivity identified for the
animal and tool CS groups. Prior human fear-conditioning re-
search employing classes of fear-relevant and fear-irrelevant
stimuli shows that subjects have similar US expectancy
(Öhman and Mineka 2001) and conditioned SCRs (Olsson
et al. 2005) across stimulus classes; the differences exist pri-
marily in the rate of extinction (Hugdahl and Ohman 1977;
Olsson et al. 2005) and conditioning outside awareness
(Soares and Ohman 1993). Although we did not incorporate
highly threat-relevant items in this task, one possibility is that
domain-specific pathways between the amygdala and extrastri-
ate visual cortex promote acquisition and expression of fear to
animal exemplars under conditions that are more ambiguous
than those employed here (e.g., presentation outside aware-
ness) as well as maintained responses to novel animal exem-
plars during extinction.

Finally, we discovered a typicality effect during early aver-
sive learning. The hippocampus, a region commonly implicated
in generalization processes (Gluck and Myers 1993; Shohamy
and Wagner 2008; Kumaran et al. 2009), exhibited a time-
delimited modulation by object typicality of feared exemplars
and a time-sensitive functional coupling with the amygdala.
Hippocampal-amygdala coupling may provide a mechanism
through which category-level inductive inferences are general-
ized preferentially toward typical category members. Typicality
effects play a well-known role in category-based induction (Rips
1975; Osherson et al. 1990; Murphy 2002). For instance, a
premise that incorporates a typical category member tends to
lead to stronger arguments and broader generalizations (Rips
1975; Osherson et al. 1990). The role of typicality in fear learn-
ing is unknown but may be relevant to processing certain
threats, since some exemplars are regarded as more prototypi-
cally dangerous than others. For example, if an individual devel-
ops a fear of dogs following an aversive experience with a
particular dog, they may be more likely to generalize from this
experience to dogs that are more prototypically threatening (e.
g., a Pit bull vs. a Chihuahua). In the context of the present
study, experience with different CS+ trials over the course of the
session likely weakened the status of typicality, resulting in a
broadening of the category-level representation of threat in line
with the notion of premise diversity and premise monotonicity
described by Osherson et al. (1990).

These findings raise a number of intriguing questions for
future research. First, as we show evidence that conceptual
systems can be utilized during fear acquisition, it is worth con-
sidering whether these systems can be recruited during fear
“extinction,” when the CS no longer predicts danger (Milad
and Quirk 2012). For instance, a prediction based on the cat-
egory induction literature would propose that extinction to
more typical (Rips 1975) or diverse (Osherson et al. 1990) cat-
egory members would lead to better generalization of extinc-
tion. Another question for future research is whether these
fMRI findings are selective to aversive learning per se. The
present study was based on fear conditioning models, which are
routinely used in basic neuroscience research on learning and
memory and have informed models of clinical anxiety (Foa et al.
1989; Milad and Quirk 2012). However, fear-independent

learning processes undoubtedly contribute to category-based
generalizations as well, and so fMRI results in category-selective
regions may extend to other domains, such as appetitive learn-
ing. Finally, it is important to consider the role of attention when
learning about stimuli at the category level. For instance, atten-
tional modulation can influence activity in category-selective
extrastriate cortex (Johnson and Johnson 2009). However, atten-
tion is also a core component of associative learning models
and, according to the influential Pearce and Hall (1980) model,
attention is expected to increase if the outcome is uncertain (i.e.,
in the case of intermittent reinforcement or when a cue is
novel). It is therefore possible that aversive learning helps in-
crease the relevance of items detected as belonging to a feared
category and therefore judged to be potential threats.

An essential question raised by these findings is by what
mechanism are categorical representations modulated by fear
conditioning. A low-level account for these results is provided
by research in the nonhuman animal domain showing that fear
conditioning induced changes in auditory cortex rely on audi-
tory input from the amygdala and auditory thalamus (Pape
and Paré 2010). Visual stimuli are far less utilized in rodent
neurophysiological fear conditioning (Shi and Davis 2001), but
investigations in monkeys have traced connections from the
amygdala to targets along the occipitotemporal cortex (Kravitz
et al. 2013). Human neuroimaging investigations have pro-
vided a broad role for this pathway in modulating visual
stimuli that have both intrinsic and acquired affective proper-
ties. For example, viewing faces predictive of an aversive
shock is associated with conjoint activations and functional
connectivity between the amygdala and FFG (Petrovic et al.
2008; Dunsmoor et al. 2011). A low-level conditioning account
may support a categorical fear of animate objects, as evidenced
by the connectivity results. Alternatively, a mechanism that in-
volves conscious deployment of conceptual processing abilities
(e.g., explicit categorization) may provide another pathway to
acquire category-level representations of threat. Of note, the uni-
variate modulation observed in the present study in category-
selective regions could reflect intrinsic generalization processes,
or may be a consequence of generalization processes occurring
elsewhere in the brain. Although future investigations are
needed to resolve whether there is a precise source of category-
based fear generalizations, we propose that mechanisms in-
volved in low-level fear conditioning, higher order category for-
mation, and conceptual representations can operate in tandem
to acquire fear to known objects in novel situations.

In conclusion, our findings show that learning to fear an
object category modulates activity and representational architec-
ture of category-selective cortex and the amygdala. For subjects
fear conditioned with animate objects, this modulation may be
provided by a special mechanism through connectivity between
the amygdala and lateral occipitotemporal cortex. Finally, typi-
cality effects during early training impact category-based fear
learning through hippocampal signaling and functional inter-
actions with the amygdala. Once the relevant superordinate cat-
egory representation is activated, this role for the hippocampus
decreases in importance as participants begin generalizing fear
to nonreinforced category exemplars, resulting in enhanced
local representations in category-selective cortices. In sum,
these findings demonstrate myriad ways humans learn to fear
stimuli from the environment, and provide potential avenues for
understanding how conceptual systems are recruited in the over-
generalization of fear characteristic of clinical anxiety disorders.
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